The Davidson method is a popular preconditioned variant of the Arnoldi method for solving large eigenvalue problems. For theoretical, as well as practical reasons the two methods are often used with restarting. Frequently, information is saved through approximated eigenvectors to compensate for the convergence impairment caused by restarting. We call this scheme of retaining more eigenvectors than needed`thick restarting', and prove that thick restarted, non-preconditioned Davidson is equivalent to the implicitly restarted Arnoldi. We also establish a relation between thick restarted Davidson, and a Davidson method applied on a de ated system. The theory is used to address the question of which and how many eigenvectors to retain and motivates the development of a dynamic thick restarting scheme for the symmetric case, which can be used in both Davidson and implicit restarted Arnoldi. Several experiments demonstrate the e ciency and robustness of the scheme.
scheme of GD(k; m), the IRA(k; m) using the Ritz-values as shifts, and GD(k; m) are equivalent, in the sense that their basis vectors span exactly the same space. In section 4 a theorem is proved that relates the IRA(k; m), and thus GD(k; m), with an Arnoldi process applied on an approximately de ated initial vector. This extends the ideas that appeared recently in 28]. In section 5, a dynamic choice of k is derived for the symmetric case, where the rate of convergence is described by well-known bounds. In section 6, numerical experiments on matrices from the Harwell Boeing collection demonstrate the e ectiveness of GD(k; m).
The restarted Arnoldi and Davidson methods
Throughout this paper we assume that the matrix A is diagonalizable, of order N, with eigenpairs ( i ; x i ). We look for l outermost eigenpairs (e.g., lowest or highest in the symmetric case). The Arnoldi and Davidson methods use a basis size of m > l. The following descriptions of the algorithms serve for establishing the notation. For theoretical and implementation details refer to 24, 13, 8, 16, 6, 23] . For all quantities, the superscripts in parentheses denote the corresponding restarting step. These superscripts are dropped whenever there is no ambiguity.
Restarted Arnoldi's method in its simplest form can be expressed as follows: h j+1;j = kw j k 2 , if h j+1;j = 0 stop.
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i ; y The algorithm builds a Hessenberg matrix, from which the approximate eigenpairs are extracted through the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure. For the symmetric case, H (s) m is a tridiagonal matrix, and a three-term recurrence replaces the above orthogonalization step. A linear combination of the wanted Ritz vectors are used to restart the algorithm. Such a restarting strategy however, may discard a lot of information and result in degradation of the convergence rate.
Implicitly restarted Arnoldi applies the implicit QR algorithm with the m ? l unwanted eigenvalues as shifts to the Hessenberg matrix, and uses the generated orthogonal transformations to truncate the basis down to l vectors. Therefore, it avoids the need to restart with a single vector which captures the information for all l eigenvectors. The number of vectors in the new basis after restart, may also be larger than l, say k. The projections can be easily applied if an iterative linear solver is used. For preconditioners which approximate A directly, such as incomplete factorizations and approximate inverses, the above orthogonality condition is enforced through an equivalent formulation known as Olsen method. Since the purpose of this paper is the study of restarting strategies, we use the general description of GD, and the results are valid whether step 9 is performed through JD or otherwise. A Davidson step is more expensive than that of the Lanczos and Arnoldi algorithms, to allow for preconditioning. In addition, the Davidson algorithm can start with any number of initial vectors, and include in the basis any extra information that can be available during the execution. The targeted eigenpair (i.e., the one chosen for preconditioning) may vary in di erent steps, allowing for a variable targeting scheme. Finally, it can restart with the approximate eigenvectors, so it does not share the problems of the original Restarted Arnoldi. As in IRA(k; m), the Davidson method can also restart with more Ritz vectors than needed. We call this version 'thick restarting' and denote by GD(k; m), where l; k; and m are de ned as in IRA(k; m). In the following section, we show that IRA(k; m) and GD(k; m) are equivalent in the non-preconditioned case, but GD(k; m) o ers all the aforementioned advantages and extensions.
Thick and implicit restarting
It is known that the Lanczos and the Davidson methods are equivalent when no preconditioning is used. However, this has been pointed out only for the non-restarted case, where one eigenvalue is sought 16]. Recently, the equivalence of the IRA(k; m) with an Arnoldi method restarting with a Ritz vector and augmented by k ? 1 
Proof. From the assumption, the Ritz vectors are the same for both methods at the end of the s-th step, and after restarting, U , and at each restarting the p shifts used in IRA(k; m) are the Ritz values of the Ritz vectors discarded by GD(k; m), then the basis vectors produced by the two methods span the same space, for any targeting scheme of GD(k; m), and thus the methods are equivalent.
Proof. If the two methods start with the same initial vector and no restarting is used, the vectors built are identical. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.1, for any selection of targets in GD(k; m). This is well established in the literature (see 16, 21] ).
For the general case, a simple induction on the number s of restarts is used. From the above, it follows that for s = 0, the bases built by IRA(k; m) and GD(k; m) satisfy V 
The de ation connection
Krylov methods for linear systems, such as conjugate gradient (CG) and GMRES, demonstrate a superlinear convergence at later iterations. One explanation of this phenomenon is the convergence of the outermost eigenpairs of the matrix, so that each method behaves as if de ation has occurred, resulting in faster convergence. Such observations have appeared as early as in 5], but actual quanti cation of the behavior appears in 20] and 27, 28] . In the latter papers, the optimality of the CG and GMRES polynomials is employed to relate each method after some iterations with a similar process of the same method on a de ated residual.
Results similar to 28] can not be applied directly to the residual and eigenvalues in the nonsymmetric Arnoldi, since there is no optimality principle. In the following, we extend the results found in 28] to the Arnoldi method, by considering the distance of some eigenvector from the Arnoldi Krylov subspace. Again preconditioning is not considered since the space that it creates is not a Krylov subspace. This general result is used later in the context of thick/implicit restarting to justify the expected bene ts and to help provide a good choice of k.
For simplicity, let A be a diagonalizable matrix, X ?1 AX = = diag( i ), of order N. The results in this section can be extended naturally to the Jordan form of A, following the methodology in 28]. However, the presentation is more involved. Let v = X be the expansion of the starting Arnoldi vector to the eigenvector basis. De ne three numbers satisfying l < k 0 k, where k ? 1 is the number of steps that a non-restarted Arnoldi method takes starting from v.
We can assume an eigenvalue ordering so that the rst l ones are wanted, and the eigenvalues l + 1; : : : ; k 0 are well approximated by the k ? 1 steps of Arnoldi. Let i be the k Ritz values from this K k (v) space. At this point we let the Arnoldi process take p more steps and build the space K k+p (v). The following shows the ordering of these numbers: Since any vector in K k+p (v) can be expressed as a polynomial of A applied on v, if is some polynomial of degree p, and e j the j th orthocanonical vector, we have:
The result follows by choosing = 1 d where d is the polynomial that minimizes the distance of x j from K p (x j ), and assuming kx j k = 1. 2
The term kXD The above results suggest that there are advantages in keeping more vectors at each restart, i.e., using a thicker restart. If only the wanted eigenpairs (1; : : : ; l) are retained at restart, the method does not demonstrate the de ation behavior for any other eigenpairs. At every restarting the current approximations of eigenpairs (l + 1; : : : ; k + p) are annihilated, and thus they do not converge. Frequently, some eigenvalues close to the wanted ones or close to the other end of the spectrum are relatively well approximated before restarting, and if retained, they would have converged soon. Even more undesirable is the fact that these approximations will slowly reappear in the Krylov subspace, since their approximations are not accurate enough to completely annihilate the corresponding eigenvectors. Therefore, thick restarting should almost always be bene cial.
Dynamic thick restarting in the symmetric case
In this section we restrict the discussion to the symmetric case where explicit bounds for convergence rates are known. Two di culties are associated with thick restarting: the choice of which eigenpairs to retain, and how many of them. It is well known that the Arnoldi method constructs vectors with strong components in the direction of the extreme eigenvectors (associated with extreme eigenvalues), and therefore close to the few wanted ones. Sleijpen et al. in 23] argue that the restarted Arnoldi method repeats the information for these extreme eigenpairs that are dispensed in previous iterations, and they propose keeping l + 1; : : : ; k eigenvalues closest to the wanted ones. A similar strategy is followed in the implicit restarting of the ARPACK code. We denote this special case of GD(k; m) as TR(k), implying the basis size m.
The preceding discussion suggests that thick restarting should aim at improving the convergence of the method through de ation. TR(k) attempts to increase the gap of the wanted eigenvalues from the rest of spectrum by keeping nearby eigenpairs. The same objective is followed by subspace iteration where the number of vectors determines the rate of convergence.
Since IRA(k; m) can be interpreted as an e cient way to perform subspace iteration 12], similar restarting considerations hold. However, convergence depends on the gap ratios of the eigenvalues and therefore the other end of the spectrum is also of importance. A more general form of thick restarting would be TR(L,R), where L lowest (leftmost) and R highest (rightmost) eigenvectors are kept.
We need to address the issue of choosing optimal restarting parameters. In ARPACK, k is chosen dynamically, starting from a relatively small number and increasing it every time an eigenvalue converges. This attempts to maintain a \constant" gap, and it is slightly di erent from the strategy reported in 24] , where values of k close to m=2 usually gave the best results.
Because of the de ation relation, the thicker the restarting, the larger the part of the spectrum that is de ated. However, the basis size m is limited, and if too many vectors are retained when restarting, the Lanczos process can not e ectively build additional basis vectors. A dy- We implement a combination of the dynamic restarting and the TR(L) schemes. Similarly to subspace iteration and ARPACK, we keep at least L 0 > l vectors from the side of the required eigenpairs to guarantee an increased separation gap. In the experiments in the next section the value L 0 = 10 is chosen. The dynamic scheme is adopted for the rest of the vectors, maximizing the above expression for L = L 0 ; : : : ; m. In this way, we capture the bene ts from both strategies.
It has been observed that if some unwanted eigenvector has converged it is usually bene cial to include it in restarting, since this information may be slowly repeated. We do not consider this option and let the dynamic choice of L and R take care of such cases.
For the nonsymmetric GD(k; m) a similar expression may be maximized, where the Ritz values are ordered according to the required objective, i.e., largest modulus, largest real part, etc. Often, this ordering corresponds to the outermost eigenvalues of the spectrum that the Arnoldi method approximates rst, and thus similar de ation arguments can be made. However, this may not always be true, and the choice is more ad-hoc because of lack of general expressions for convergence rates. The dynamic strategy can also be used in case of preconditioning, although its e ects are expected to be less pronounced for two reasons. First, the spectrum of the varying operator is transformed by the preconditioners, and second the preconditioning equation usually targets one speci c eigenvector for correction, o ering little improvement to the rest of the eigenvectors. Often, however, the use of less e cient preconditioners does not a ect the eigenvalue order signi cantly, and thick restarting can perform as well in this case. Finally, dynamic thick restarting can be used in both GD(k; m) and in the IRA(k; m) of the ARPACK package.
Numerical experiments
In the rst part of this section we give a small arti cial example which demonstrates the increasing e ect of de ation in thick restart TR(k). In the second part, we present results from a large number of tests on the symmetric matrices of the Harwell-Boeing collection 9]. The GD(k; m) code is based on a program published in 25] and the extensions proposed in 26].
It implements a variable block generalized Davidson method, using the reverse communication protocol for matrix vector multiplication and preconditioning operations. Robust shifting and the Olsen strategy, which is equivalent to the Jacobi-Davidson approach in exact arithmetic 23], are adopted in preconditioning. In the third and fourth parts, the dynamic strategy is used to provide the shifts to the IRA(k; m) of the ARPACK implementation. Results from standard nonsymmetric cases are reported in the third part. In the last part, comparisons with the original ARPACK code, and with the ARPACK code using Leja shifts 2] in the symmetric case facilitate a discussion on the e ects of the basis size.
De ation works
The GD(k; m) is applied on an arti cially generated diagonal matrix of order 100, and elements:
j=55; for j = 1; : : : ; 8 19=55 + j=55; for j = 9; : : : ; 16 j ? 16; for j = 17; : : : ; 100 :
The lowest eigenvalues of this matrix are grouped in two clusters of 8 equidistant eigenvalues each. The separation between the two groups is equal to the separation of the second group from eigenvalue 17. Figure 1 depicts the lowest part of this spectrum. We look for the lowest eigenvalue and allow for 20 basis vectors in all versions of GD(k; m). The history of the logarithm of the eigenvalue error is plotted in Figure 2 for various restarting thicknesses of TR(k). As expected, the poor separation of the lowest eigenvalue results in a very slow original GD(20) (or TR(1)) method. A very good approximation of the second eigenvalue is available quite early, and thus when retained (TR(2)), the convergence rate improves by 30%. Similarly with TR(4) and TR (8) . The superlinear convergence is more evident in TR (8) . In early iterations, higher eigenvalues are not well approximated and TR(8) behaves similarly to TR(1) and TR (2) . Later, as better approximations for eigenvalues 2{4 appear, TR(8) is similar to TR(4), and as higher eigenvalues settle down, TR(8) exhibits a concave convergence curve. Methods TR(k), with 8 < k < 16 are similar to TR(8) since there is no signi cant improvement to the de ated gap ratio. In theory, TR(16) should be di erent, because of the large separation between eigenvalues 16 and 17. In practice however, TR(16) does not perform significantly better than TR (8) . The reason is that the Krylov subspace is of dimension 20, and it is di cult for the 16 th Ritz eigenvalue to converge. The dynamic thick restarting, shown as Dyn in the gure, takes advantage of both ends of the spectrum and performs better than TR(8) and close to TR (16) , requiring no prior knowledge about the spectrum.
Harwell-Boeing Tests
To con rm the theoretical bene ts of thick and dynamic thick restarting, a wide variety of tests has been performed on the symmetric matrices from the Harwell-Boeing collection. This includes a set of 67 matrices with orders ranging from 48 to 15,439. Some of matrices have been derived from eigenvalue problems, but for almost all of them, the lowest end of spectrum is very poorly conditioned, making them particularly hard test problems. The higher end of the spectrum usually consists of well separated, very large eigenvalues, providing a good test for easy or intermediate problems.
We have compared three di erent versions of GD(k; m) for both the lower and the higher part of the spectrum. Five eigenvalues are sought and the basis size m for all GD methods is 20. An eigenpair is considered converged when the norm of its residual is less than 10 ?12 kAk F , where kAk F is the Frobenius norm of its matrix. For the highest eigenvalues only the nonpreconditioned versions of GD(k; m) are considered, while for the lowest ones we consider diagonal, and approximate inverse preconditioning. The former is computed at every step as (diag(A)? ) ?1 , and the latter is only computed once as the approximate inverse of A 4]. Since most of the matrices are positive de nite, this is a relatively powerful preconditioner.
In Table 1 , the results from the lower part of the spectrum are reported. A maximum number of 5000 matrix vector multiplications is allowed. The table does not include any of the diagonal matrices. As it is easily seen, TR(11) outperforms the original Davidson method (TR(5)), except for BCSSTK22. It is usually several times faster, and o ers better robustness, converging for 6 additional matrices. Further, dynamic thick restarting, improves both the robustness, and the speed in almost all cases. Sometimes, the reduction in the matrix vector multiplication number can be up to 50-70% over TR (11) . With diagonal preconditioning TR(11) still outperforms TR(5) in both convergence and robustness. Dynamic thick restarting improves convergence even further, although the improvements are not as impressive as in the non-preconditioned case. On the average, the approximate inverse preconditioner is better than the diagonal one, but with several exceptions since it depends on the characteristics of the matrix. Dynamic thick restarting still performs much better than the original approach, and it is relatively faster and more robust than TR (12) . However, as mentioned in the previous section, in those cases where approximate inverse works well the di erences between thick and dynamic thick restarting diminish, because of the higher quality preconditioner.
Similar behavior of the methods is shown in Table 2 , where the ve largest eigenpairs are required. Dynamic thick restarting improves on the performance of TR(10) which in turn improves on the performance of TR(5). However, the few steps required for the problems in this table do not yield the same impressive improvements as in Table 1 .
The e ect of the basis size
The dynamic thick restarting strategy, developed for the GD(k; m), can also be used to provide the shifts to the ARPACK code through the supplied reverse communication protocol. Results from this implementation when seeking one lowest eigenpair of the Harwell-Boeing collection appear in Table 3 . Two tests are performed, one with basis size of 25, and one with basis size of 10. The dynamic restarting signi cantly improves the speed and robustness of the native restarting scheme of ARPACK, which for one eigenvalue is the equivalent with thick restart of half the basis size. What is more interesting is that dynamic restarting seems much less sensitive to reduction of the basis size. Similar insensitivity to the basis size has recently been demonstrated through the use of Leja points as shifts in IRA(k; m) 2]. We have implemented the Leja shifts restarting strategy as outlined in 2], and the results appear in Table 3 . For the small basis size, dynamic thick restarting and Leja shifts are comparable. However, as the basis size increases, the dynamic strategy is more e cient and even more robust. Although Leja shifts may be better for extremely small spaces (less than 5 vectors), they are harder to implement and they are more expensive to compute.
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Thick restarting in the nonsymmetric case
As in the symmetric case, we can use likewise the dynamic thick restarting scheme to provide the shifts to the nonsymmetric ARPACK code. Results from this implementation applied on the nonsymmetric matrices of the test matrix collection of eigenvalue problems of Bai et al. 1] appear in Table 4 . All the matrices stem from standard eigenvalue problems, except odep400a which is included because it is close to symmetric. Since for almost all examples the rightmost eigenpairs are of interest, we look for ve eigenpairs with largest real parts. The convergence threshold for ARPACK is set to 10 ?12 , and a maximum of 5000 matrix vector multiplications is allowed.
The shifts for thick restarting are chosen similarly to the symmetric case. First, we order the Ritz values according to their real parts. The dynamic scheme works on these real parts, yielding the numbers L and R on the real axis. We then supply the corresponding Ritz values as shifts to ARPACK, requiring that conjugate Ritz values are either annihilated together or kept together.
The results show that the thick restarted versions improve e ciency and robustness of the native scheme of ARPACK, and that thicker restarting schemes achieve better e ciencies. This is expected by analogy with the subspace iteration method. The dynamic thick restarting is not uniformly better than the rest as in the symmetric case. In fact, it seems comparable to TR (20) which on the average keeps the same number of vectors as the dynamic one. As mentioned in section 5, the extreme eigenpairs chosen by the dynamic scheme are based on the ordering of the real parts of the Ritz values and may not always represent the extreme eigenpairs approximated well by the Arnoldi method. In spite of this, dynamic thick restarting is still the most robust of the methods used, and shows that the e ciency of the one-sided thick restarting can be improved.
Conclusions
Restarting is a necessary technique for solving large eigenvalue problems, which may cause signi cant convergence deterioration. In this paper we consider a class of restarting techniques which, at every restart, retain more Ritz vectors than needed, and we denote it as`thick restarting'. The GD(k; m) and IRA(k; m) are proved to be equivalent in the absence of preconditioning and a relation is given between thick restarted Davidson, and a Davidson method applied on a de ated system. These theoretical results imply that retaining more outermost Ritz pairs can enhance convergence. For the symmetric case, the results can be interpreted as an e ort to increase the gap ratio for the required eigenvalues. Since the number of basis vectors is limited, the actual objective is to maximize the error reduction between restarts. This gives rise to a dynamic thick restarting technique which applies to IRA(k; m) and to the preconditioned GD(k; m). The extensive numerical experiments demonstrate the e ciency and robustness of the dynamic thick restarting, and show that the robustness carries over to the nonsymmetric case. In addition, this scheme seems to be much less sensitive to smaller Krylov subspace dimensions, and can be extremely bene cial in very large eigenvalue problems.
